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ABSTRACT 

Unemployment issue is a global issue which all countries are suffered from similar 

problems. The touchstone of countries for solving this problem is giving importance to 

youth unemployment issue and qualification of methods in the process of solving this 

problem. With the effect of some global financial crisis, it has been lived a gradual process 

of escalation in youth unemployment rates in Turkey too. 

The unemployment issue which have reached not inconsiderable proportions and 

have embodied economic, social, and political dimensions make everyone from bureaucrats 

to economists deal with this problem. The aim of this study is to attract attention to the 

unemployment fact which has turned to be a spiral affecting nations and to present 

suggestions for solving this problem by determining the reasons and dimensions of 

unemployment. 

In this study, the reflections of youth unemployment problem in Turkey and all 

efforts for solving this youth unemployment problem have been examined in detail. The 

youth unemployment issue have been analized in Turkey and the World. In addition, the 

reasons, dimensions and results in Turkey have been deeply analized and all employment 

and economic policies applied so far have been showed with their historical processes. By 

considering  the results of those decisions that have affected the future of the country, it is 

tried to be suggested the ways for the solution. The study is carried out with the deductive 

method. The data of the study is brought together and supported by classified tables to 

create the infrastructure of the study and to support the study. 

With a wiew to preventing the undeniable youth unemployment problem, it is an 

advantage to take some precautions in order to meet the needs of labour force market up 

with jobless youth for Turkey who is aiming to become a permanent member of EU. 
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